
Pasadena Nursery, Western Newfoundland 1967 
 

In August of 1966, the late Dave Sharp had already created what intended was to be temporary 

holding ground for a batch of 2+0 Sitka spruce seedlings of  several  British Columbian provenances 

transferred from a New Brunswick research station. Also, there was a small number of 1+0 Norway 

spruce from North Pond, central Newfoundland.    



Jack and I carved out the little nursery 

with little more than  garden spades and 

for 25 years we raised numerous varieties 

of trees species and about 100 clones of 

‘energy’ willow at Pasadena. Over the next 

25 years seed lots would come from many 

parts of Europe, some from Japan and 

also collected throught Newfoundland and 

a few places in Labrador. 



By the second season of developing the nursery, I began some basic trials on fertilization, seeding 

density, clonal variation, spacing and fall vs. spring seeding, etc., and, after the Sitka spruce 

seedlings were shipped,  I rested the area  with a rye  fallow.  The a new set of latin-squares were 

set for more trials, and new seedbeds  and transplant beds established. The trials based on the  

common Latin-squares  Analysis of Variance  to  investigate fertilization, seeding density, clonal 

variation, spacing and fall vs. spring seeding,  planting , etc.  

  



To compensate somewhat for the low pressure hose by having to use very hoses, 

water was stored in a barrel until it was most needed during the germination of 

seedlings in the seed beds. 



The nursery had a rather very  crude third world, but adequate irrigation system . 

Ironically, water pipes were installed for a proper water irrigation system 1994.  

But it was never used since the nursery was effectively abandoned in 1995. 



The 7 acre tree research nursery  

yielded top  quality stock  raised 

entirely with hand  tools! 



Such was nature of the ideal soils on the site,  that a nice problem we had was that 

seed bed stock often grew much too fast  in the seed beds  that  we didn’t need to 

transplant them and shipped them direct to clients.  



A fine crop of 2+1.2+2 and  2+3  transplants. Following the shipment of a 

crop of Sitka spruce  the grassy area is a rye fallow follow the custom of 

my Scottish nurseries. 



In terms of its quality of stock,  there is no doubt  whatsoever  that the Pasadena  

nursery was by far the best tree nursery in Newfoundland  - ever. The reason is 

partly due  to  ideal soil conditions and climate, but mostly  because of Jack`s 

skill  as a nurseryman.   



Pasadena Forest Research Nursery a beautiful little nursery created and managed by Alexander Robertson 

1969-1985. The shelter belts were a mixture of naturally seeded and native trees  and  the nursery’s surplus 

stock of exotic species we had cultivated . The photo was taken in the fall  after the stock was lifted and 

shipped.  



As this Google Earth image dated 2009 shows,  the Pasadena nursery (square 

inset) has been abandoned for at least 20 years with grossly over-grown stock 

still in their seedbeds.  The shelterbelt (within the circle) is doing well.  



Sandy collecting cones – in his younger days in Scotland he did 

used ropes or ladders 



Woodale  tree nursery has been developed into fine containerized tree nursery with seed orchards. When it 

started it was intended to produce bare-root stock on a huge scale as can been seen by the vast clearings in the 

inset. This would have been an arduous if not impossible task because of the poor soil.  

1976 



Peat was essential for both greenhouse and field production of planting stock. 

Initially  dug out from the end of bog on the vast area reserved for the Wooddale 

Nursery and seed orchord and breeding areas. Having studied peat extraction for 

some years I had seen the large peatmoss harvesting operations in south-eastern 

Quebec. Consequently, I prepared the large bog and infrastructure needed for this  

vacuum harvester imported from Quebec.  33 years later, it is still operational.  



L-r August Halfdansson (engineer), Auður Sveinnsdóttir (Prof. Landscape 

Architecture) and Sandy Robertson posing beside the first peat vacuum  peat 

harvester in Newfoundland he introduced  to Newfoundland in 1975 for the 

Wooddale Nursery nr. Grand Falls 



At Woodale I had a 1 ha  size ‘field house’ built to speed up the production of 2=0 black spruce bare-root 

planting stock (instead of the usually 2=2). To be honest I am loath to grow Black spruce because it is the 

slowest growing and one of the smallest commercial species – and no amount of genetic improvement 

seems justified considering the vast array of alternatives.    The covering is inflated  double-layer plastic. 

The irrigation is full size and a mixture of peat and fine soil for seed beds.    





Some of my surviving technical and conceptual drawings for the Wooddale nursery –I donated most of the other 

drawings s to an international development agency. I officially stamped all my plans as a Certified Engineering 

Technologist at a time when I was President and editor of the Association of Engineering Technologists and 

Technicians of Newfoundland. I was also responsible for  the constriction of  another greenhouse/nursery  in St. 

John’s as well the little Pasadena nursery.  Unlikely as it may  sound,  



Besides Woodale I was also overseeing the construction of a small greenhouse complex 

adjacent to the experimental farm in St. John’s. Soon after I had it operational, it more-or-less 

ceased to produce tree seedlings and became as an educational centre for seminars and as 

the headquarters for the Junior Forest Wardens youth group   

Within the circle in Google Earth image are the remnants of my willow clone bank with a 

collection of about 70  ‘energy’ willows on Agriculture Canada’s experimental farm. 



While I was loaned to the Provincial Department of Forestry,  I was helping to start Newfoundland Peat Association of which I 

was founding editor and main contributor to its monthly newsletter PEAT NEWS.  With my previous experience with willow 

coppice in Scotland I proposed and got accepted a program to investigate willows biomass as an alternative  source of energy.  

In 1974, just when I got started on the willows, I was loaned out to the Provincial Dept. of  Forestry as oversee the development 

of a new tree nursery at Wooddale in central Newfoundland  and a small greenhouse complex in Mount Pearl (not far from my 

home.  

Please excuse the poor photo, it was shot when the helicopter was descending down from the clouds. It certainly 

conveys  a sense of Wooddale Nursery as a major development and quite a challenge for all involved. 



The Global Energy Crisis 

 

Willows  Biomass for Energy  



By the mid-1970`s, there was a worldwide oil crisis which  forced society to 

come up with alternative sources of fuel – namely  from biomass. Mercifully, 

when my loan to the Provincial Department of Forestry ended, I shifted my 

focus to research on biomass crops as an alternative energy. They call it 

GREEN ENERGY” today.  

 

  In Europe and to much lesser degree in Canada and the US, biomass 

from willow coppice was a strong candidate.  Besides,  willow coppicing  in  

Britain, for example,  is a centuries-old  industry that still thrives and, in my 

native Scotland, I had some experienced and was well-versed in the ancient 

history and techniques of coppicing. But it was in Sweden and Finland where  

willows  for biomass  energy  on a large scale was adopted as and alternative 

to oil, coal and nuclear power.   

 

 The  chief architect  for the Nordic  willow biomass  energy farms was  

the distinguished scientist Prof. Gustav Siren who had some influence in 

promoting his ideas in Newfoundland. Although, Canadian interest in  

biomass energy as a farming concept died out with waning of the `70`s oil 

crisis, there are some traces of my energy willows at Pasadena, Glenwood, 

Red Cliff and St. John`s.  



The perfect place to start was  visit Sweden and Finland where, under the tireless leadership of Prof., 

Gustav Siren of there was large scale energy forest research and farming based on willow coppice.  Gustav 

became a very good friend and advisor and it was only matter of months when I acquired some of the 

‘energy clones’ from as take him a memorable full excursion by sea-plane from Deer Lake to Basque 

archaeological site and York Harbour on the south coast of Labrador. Besides, we were both experienced 

in the practice of forestry on peat lands – he in Finland and Sweden, and in Scotland.  



Propagating ‘energy’ willows from 

cuttings (top left), 1st year growth of the 

golden willow (Salix alba f. vitellina ); 

and typical collection of willows due to 

be coppiced in the fall (bottom) 



It is a strange thing world events could reshape the Pasadena: namely the 1973 oil crisis which started in 

October 1973, when OAPEC proclaimed an oil embargo in response to the U.S. decision to re-supply the Israeli 

military" during the Yom Kippur war. The after shock forced many countries to revaluate their source of energy. An 

alternative energy that Canada and Sweden considered was bioenergy from wood sources.  Sweden and Finland 

had already begun a massive bioenergy research program based on willow farming and peat extraction. By 

coincidence, we had started a Newfoundland Peat Association of which I was founding editor and main 

contributor to its monthly newsletter PEAT NEWS.  With my previous experience with willow coppice in Scotland I 

proposed and got accepted a program to investigate willows biomass as an alternative  source of energy.  To start 

things off I shifted the little nursery’s  focus to cultivating potential ‘energy’ willows.  



As of 2009 there’s not much trace of the fabulous energy willows – although there 

are some survivors like these.   



This photo illustrates the phenomenal biomass yield of willow clones. The secret is to 

coppice the in fall in the season when planted as cuttings. The coppiced willows in 

lower left are 1 year old usually with 37 shoots per stool. The tall willows in the center 

are 2 years old and almost as tall as 40+ year old birch. This yield is comparable to 

the yield that sustains a larger biomass energy farm industry in Sweden and 

elsewhere in Europe.  



In Pasadena nursery we achieved phenomenal results with every species  we 

grew. Among the willows for example on the left is a 1-year old and 2-year old 

Salix viminalis clone  and on the right a 2-year old Salix  daphnoides being 

displace below my office in Pleasantville, St. John’s.   



It is no exaggeration to say that a visit to Pasadena nursery  by Sigurdur Sigursveinsson  to 

Pasadena nursery in 1982  was the kernal that led to the creation of the magnificent 

Gunnarsholt Experimental Plantation  in south Iceland. and far-reaching consequences that 

produced outstanding scientists and leaders.  



Robertson, Alexander W., 1984. Tamarack (Larix 

Lacirina) as a Biological Indicator of Wind. MSc, 

Supervisors: R. Mednis and C. Banfield. 

Sigursveinsson, Sigurdur, 1985. The Utilization of 

Bogs for Grassland Farming: A Comparative Study 

of Resource Development in Newfoundland and 

Iceland. MA, Supervisors: M. Scarlett and K. Storey. 

By coincidence  Sigurdur and Sandy were post-graduate s of the Department  of Geography at Memorial 

University of Newfoundland, Both had a serious interest in peat resources; i.e., Sigurdur (broaght up on a farm 

near Selfoss), concentrate on agriculture on peatlands while Sandy, (with extensive experience of peatland 

forestry in Scotland)  was founding editor of Peat News (published by the Newfoundland Peatland Association)  

and author of the Peatland Flora of Newfoundland.  Both are passionate and very productive tree planters. 



TACKLING 

WIND 



While doing a graduate degrees at Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) and the University of 

Oxford’s Commonwealth Forestry Institute, respectively I had access to some very useful equipment for 

studying wind; such as this  20m (70ft) long wind tunnel at the where I was an Adjunct Professor in MUN’s 

Dept of Engineering and Aplied Science  



For my purposes, some of the 

equipment was a bit on the large 

side where, notably the oversized 

machine for studying stress. 

Nevertheless, it provided an insight 

into the laws of aerodynamics in 

model landscapes.  



Some relatively simple 

models provided 

explanations why some 

shelterbelts and adjacent 

buildings actually 

increase wind speeds to 

uncomfortable and 

sometimes dangerous 

velocities and gustiness  



After Sigurdur returned to Iceland, I began seriously study  the nature of wind and trees into shelterwood 

designs  starting with developing a technique to estimate wind speed and direction throughout 

Newfoundland based on trees deformation. And, with this knowledge, I began designing and demonstrating  

how shelter belts should be designed  for specific wind regimes and snow control and above all for 

biodiversity and beauty as illustrated by this young shelter wood and snow-trap  at Pasadena which is 

similar in style to others I have planted (and still planting) in the St. John’s and Mount Pearl  area.   



The Pasadena shelterbelt planting demonstration 

demonstration of a fast growing biodiverse shelterbelt 

and snow trap.   



Part of the Pasadena shelterbelt  in 1993 when it was only 9 years old (top) and in 2009 



Another 25 year old section of Jack’s demonstration plantation. 



With the advent of containerized planting stock the bare-root production at Pasadena nursery was somewhat  

outmoded in many respects  and so was more or less been abandoned as one can see from the tall larch (left)  

are still in their seedbeds with their trunks merged as one at the bottom.  The shelterbelt of Norway spruce , 

planted about 1971 is approaching 20 m and produces an abundance of cones has no useful function.   



At 30 years old, the shelterbelt is about 20 m high in  (2009) 



A fine assortment of trees at the entrance to the nursery were planted in 1970. 



A brand new irrigation system that was never used and fine arboretum walk between the old transplant 

which were on the right and willow coppice off the photo to left beds . The Scots pine seeds are of a 

German provenance and the broadleaves mostly from central Canada   



On the left is one several  many clumps of seedlings that were abandoned in their seedbeds. On the 

right is a stand of poplar Jack thinned early at the sucker stage. Although they have fine boles, they 

would grow better  from another thinning  



Jack`s  legacy is very clear on Google Earth. The nusrery is within the square 

and his demonstration plantation in within the circle.  



This is an example of stock that was provided by Pasadena nursery for willow clone banks and 

mixed species planting trials at Red Cliff`s  in central. This was one of the stops on the Icelandic 

Association forestry tour in 2005 



A fine 24 year old mixed species planting trial  of trees raised at Pasandena 

reseach nursery at Red Cliff, Grand Falls. It contains the best Japanese larch and 

a collection of 30 or so clones of  energy  willows.    



Our son Stirling Robertson showing us the  results of one of several colourful and 

botanically diverse shelter belts he planted in 1995 on a very windy sites within the 

City of Mount Pearl.   



In tackling the wind at Government House, or anywhere else for that matter,  it is 

advisable to determine which wind direction gets priority consideration for shelterbelts.   

Foggy, cold, 

damp winds 

Alexander Robertson 



Part  of  a low shelter belt at Government House, St. John’s ,Newfoundland designed by Alexander 

Robertson. It features an inter-locking pattern with roughness elements designed to break up 

streamlined surface winds flowing underneath the older pruned trees and protect a road from severe 

snow drifting. The first 6 sections were planted in 2004 (top photos) and lower 6 sections in 2003.  A 

large, circular third section  between them was cut out, but never planted. 



An example of an open, Interlocking  planting pattern designed to steer (rather than block)  the persistent wind in summer and to 

trap drifting snow in winter 



At 4 years old the low shelterbelt-cum-snow trap  with a rough profile vertically and laterally of an  attractive variety of shrubs 

and small trees, blends well with the existing park landscape.  



The part of the Government House low shelterbelt,  is 3 year-old,  shelterbelt of shrubs  and fast growing 

larch  clearly shows the flagging effect of a persistent, low level, moderately strong surface wind blowing 

under the  pruned trees of an old shelterbelt which are also flagging in the same direction. 

Wind direction 



The plants have to survive heavy loads of snow  and/or ice  for several months during the winter.  In this example, the shrubs are 

never wrapped although a few with brittle branches are tied with string.  The positive aspect of a thick blanket of  snow from a 

plant’s point of view is that there is very little soil frost throughout the winter that would otherwise damage fine roots. 

Alexander Robertson M.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon) 



The planting  scheme  of  Gordon’s Park is similar in some ways as the lower strata of Robertson garden  nearby – 

with the focus on lots of colour , exceptionally low maintenance and have the toughness to with stand heavy snow 

and ice loads for several months and  periods of summer drought. 



Since the cost of maintenance can be high. the objective is to re-created  the Robertson’s  garden as much 

possible.  This garden is notable for its dynamic changes in colour and form and, given that the Robertson’s travel 

a great deal, is extremely low maintenance. The only water it receives is rain water and snow melt. The yellow shrub 

(bottom right) is a Chinese hollly ( close by, but not shown, is a very similar Japanese holly  

Alexander Robertson 



A sample of plants in the Robertson garden that are being transferred to Gordon’s Park 

Alexander Robertson M.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon) 



This specially designed low shelterbelt for Government House, St. John’s is typical of Robertson’s style and 

demonstrates the fast growth that can be achieved  even on a windy site  with a diverse  selection of species. It  

was 2 years old when this photo was taken. It is somewhat similar to the planting concept for Gordon’s Park . 

Alexander Robertson M.Sc., D.Phil. (Oxon) 


